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An affecting, insightful and warm memoir of growing up Samoan in New Zealand — and of
coping with heart disease. Andrew Fiu came to Ponsonby, Auckland as a three-year-old, part of
the wave of immigration from Samoa that turned Auckland's inner city suburbs into a vibrant
cultural melting pot. At 14 he was misdiagnosed as having flu when in fact he had rheumatic
fever, a disease endemic in Pacific Island communities.As a result of the damage to his heart he
was rushed to hospital. Since that time Andrew has had five open heart surgeries, a record
anywhere. He has spent so much time in hospital that he says he grew up there, experiencing
tender and expert care from doctors and nurses but also enduring appalling racism.This memoir
is the story of his hospital years, his clashes with his parents' traditional attitudes, the wisdom he
learnt from his fellow patients and the medical miracles perfomed on his heart by famous
surgeon Alan Kerr.It's the story of growing up a Pacific Islander in Auckland, a reflection on the
bad old days when schools made Pacific Island children anglicise their names and hospitals did
not have translators, an insight into the inter-generational tensions in Pacific Island migrant
families and also a testimony to deep friendship, boundless love and bucketloads of
humour.Written in a warm, personable and humorous style, this book is part of the cultural sea-
change happening in New Zealand: first the play Niu Sila, then Bro'Town, No. 2 and Sione's
Wedding and now the first memoir from a 40-something Samoan, written with grace, love and
insight.The Weekend Herald’s Canvas magazine wrote: ‘Written with verge and humour, Purple
Heart is a revelation.’The New Zealand Listener, singled it out as one of the year’s best memoirs,
praising its humour, light touch, and lack of self-pity.

“The key to the memoir’s cumulative power is Walker’s narrative command; the rite of passage is
rockier than most, making the redemption well-earned.”—Kirkus Reviews, Starred Review“Jerald
Walker has a remarkable story to tell, and he tells it with a wealth of grace and intelligence at his
command.”—Vivian Gornick --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this
title.About the AuthorJerald Walker is a professor of creative writing at Emerson College. His
writing has appeared in publications such as the Harvard Review, Mother Jones, the Iowa
Review; the Missouri Review; the Oxford American; the Chronicle of Higher Education, and
Creative Nonfiction, as well as four times in Best American Essays. He is the author of Street
Shadows: A Memoir of Race, Rebellion, Redemption, which won the PEN New England/L. L.
Winship Award for Nonfiction, and How to Make a Slave and Other Essays which is a finalist for
the 2020 National Book Award in Nonfiction. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable
edition of this title.
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When he was 14, Andrew Fiu was diagnosed with flu when in fact he had rheumatic fever, a
disease endemic in Pacific Island communities that can lead to severe heart damage. Since that
time he has had a record five open-heart surgeries, spending so much time in hospital that he
virtually grew up there. This memoir is the story of his hospital years, the wisdom he learnt from
his fellow patients, and the medical miracles performed on his heart by famous surgeon Alan
Kerr. It is also story of growing up Samoan in Auckland in the 1970s and 1980s, a reminder of
the bad old days when schools made Pacific Island children anglicise their names and hospitals
did not have translators, an insight into the inter-generational tensions in Pacific Island migrant
families, and a testimony to love and deep friendship, written with grace, insight and bucketloads
of humour.

This book is dedicated to my father and mother Fiu Luamanuvae and Taufao Lemalu FiuandTo
the life and memory of Iosefa Joseph Tauvala’au 3rd May 1976–14th December 2005So brave,
so much happiness, so much courage and for it, so cherished.

ContentsTitle PageDedicationPrologueThe immigrantsThe causeIgnorance is blissDiagnosis
and cureMemoriesComing of ageAliceA new dayFaithful medicineYouthful camaraderie‘Tony,
Tony, turn around’RecoveryEmissaryBack to schoolA testing timeSmile when your heart is
breakingBrotherhoodLove don’t live here anymoreThe fullest MontyIn with the newThe good
yearsMeeting Tom SelleckThank God for the policeCuddly thoughtsAnother second chanceTo
be freeThey shoot horses, don’t they?O ye of little faithA brighter futureEpilogue: Letters from
the heartThanksMedical reportsAbout the Author: Ta’afuli Andrew FiuCopyright

PrologueThe Purple Heart is an American decoration, the oldest military decoration in the world
in present use and the first American award made available to the common soldier. It was initially
created as the Badge of Military Merit by one of the world’s most famed heroes, General George
Washington.When I first thought about writing this book, I believed I would sit down, the
floodgates would open and I’d complete the first six chapters before lunch. Wrong. It’s harder
than most people think. However, the title seemed like a good start, and after much thought, and
dismissing easily a hundred titles like Heartache and My Bleeding Heart, it hit me what an
absolute virgin I was because I couldn’t even decide on a title that wasn’t too ludicrous.But
thoughts of achievement soon became more prominent, and the pride surfaced as it usually
does when I think of my heart and all that she has gone through. How, after all I had gone
through, my success in staying alive after five open-heart surgeries belonged to her, my heart. I
just sort of went along for the ride.She is the one who deserves acknowledgement for valour,
who deserves gratitude and any other praise anyone reading this book may want to bestow
upon her. Not me. The best way I can thank her is to tell the world about her tenacity, about the
trials that had her counted out so many times that I wondered at her strength to pull us through.
But she did.Five times, my chest has been opened up; five times she has been cut open to be



repaired; five times it could so easily have been the end. And five times I wanted to live.By
sharing my story, I hope other people find the courage and persistence to go on when faced with
death because within the human spirit, optimism and courage are bred. We don’t always know
how to easily access it. But it’s there.I would also like to acknowledge some fantastic people who
suffered with me through the years. If you are suffering from any form of life-threatening disease
like rheumatic fever or are in heart failure or about to ‘go under the knife’, you do not suffer alone.
Your family, friends and loved ones around you also feel the pain, the angst of uncertainty and
the sadness of the daily reminder that you may soon die. (Or, as my brother puts it, ‘continue to
tax the living’!)My fabulous family and children came to know the layout of Middlemore, Green
Lane and Auckland hospitals like their own homes. This book is also a testament to their
unwavering support and love. It’s the type of love that transforms into a trusted constant
companion when you’re alone with your thoughts among strangers and at the mercy of your
illness.Very early on in my sickness, I realised that the most important thing that would keep me
alive was that trusted companion; knowing that other people love you and care enough if you do
give up and die is probably the best motivator one needs when facing possible death.This book
will also in some small way say thank you to my partner of seven years, Michele, for her
diligence and her unending love during some very testing times, to say the least, and for taking
the uncompromising position of helper, in more ways than one. The word ‘true’ never held so
much meaning in my heart.So there you go. In reference to the Purple Heart, it’s true I’m not an
American. Hell, I’m not even an American Samoan (but I have unfortunately visited Pago Pago).
Nor have I served in any wars but in my own lifetime I have battled through my own conflicts;
conflicts many people battle through, people from all walks of life, every day of the year. And yes,
I have seen the casualties and it makes for grim reporting. The casualties have been my friends,
and some closer than that.Having a heart complaint, whether it’s a blocked artery, high
cholesterol or you’ve suffered a heart attack, is a life-and-death situation. You can fold up and
take pity on yourself, or you can fight it. My heart chose to fight and basically just told me later
that’s what we were doing. A friend or ally can’t be described any other way than as a ‘lifeline’,
and she has been that. Although it’s been hard, she’s stayed faithful and strong. She beat weakly
when no one expected her to, she is my constant companion and she is still here.So this book is
my ode to her. She deserves every Purple Heart I can find and with every operation, she has, in
my thoughts at least, received one. The scoreboard at the moment is my heart 5, Andrew 0. My
heart is purple.

OneThe immigrantsIn 1970, we arrived in New Zealand from the tropical paradise of Western
Samoa. My father Luamanuvae, my mother Taufao and my little brother Vile (pronounced Vee-
lay), who was two years younger than me, at three, landed in Auckland on a very wet July
afternoon.In what was to become the normal path for immigrants in the seventies, my parents
went straight to work cleaning toilets and doing assembly work, those manual chores
considered too dirty for anyone else to do. My mother held down two jobs and my father three, to



the excitement of his new Kiwi bosses. They loved Pacific Islanders for their willingness to work
as many hours as were made available to them. The word overtime eventually became as
common in our culture as All Blacks, rugby, Kiwi and coconuts.In many ways, it was easier for
children to adapt to a new country than adults. Parents like mine had very limited English and an
even more limited understanding of European life. New Zealand was the promised land, the land
of milk and honey; as long as you were willing to put the hours in and assimilate as much into the
Kiwi culture as possible, you were going to be fine. Many Pacific Island women found steady
work on machinery assembly lines, or as packers of various descriptions, or cleaning, cooking
and serving food at hospitals.We moved straight into Ponsonby, an inner-city suburb of
Auckland, into a house prepared for us by my late aunt. In the early seventies, Ponsonby was
famous for its immigrants and low-grade housing. Some even called it ‘the ghetto’, and I
suppose it wouldn’t have been any different in other cities throughout the world. New York,
Sydney and London all had their own areas where migrant children ran wild without a care in the
world. In Summer Street, where we had our simple home, at least seven different nationalities
lived and played.On any given day of the week Summer Street would be just that. Every colour
of the brightest summer would walk, eat, play and laugh throughout that hilly street. The swathe
of pink hibiscus, and the reds and yellows of tropical ie lavalava abounded in a setting not too
unlike Coronation Street. The major difference would be the brown grinning faces running in and
out of houses, the aroma of newly baked banana cakes and pineapple pies that wafted in the
breeze and — the dead giveaway — the corned beef cans used for wheels on the
neighbourhood trolleys.I still remember the absolute unity of this multicultural street of ours. We
all had so much in common; it didn’t matter if you were Italian, Tongan, Samoan, German, Irish,
Chinese or even English. We all wanted to have that beautiful life that our native countries could
not or would not give us, and if we had to do it through hard work, then every parent in that
neighborhood would work till daybreak every day to make sure their children had the education
to go further. The Sunday before my first day in school, my parents held a to’onai (Sunday
afternoon lunch) to celebrate my new journey through education and maturity. I remember this
well; it’s almost burnt into my memory.Seeing that all the twenty-odd guests were busy, my
brother Vile told me he had a present for me. Well, I knew it couldn’t be worth much because
where would he be getting any money from to buy a real present, but I followed him anyway. We
ended up at the back of the house, a few steps away from my parents’ brand-new wooden
garage, and he pulled out of his pocket a firecracker he had found. That cracker made my eyes
water. I gave him the biggest hug a big brother ever gave to his younger brother.We decided we
would light it but we were scared that the wick would burn us. Vile suggested we take newspaper
and build a fire and throw the firecracker on. That way no one would get hurt. You can see where
this is going, can’t you? Instead of going ‘kapow!’, the firecracker fizzed and started spinning like
a madman all over the place. Flaming newspaper was sent towards the gasoline-soaked rags
my father used for cleaning, and before that firecracker fizzed to a stop, the garage was
alight.Billowing smoke poured into the house and someone yelled in Samoan that the roast



chickens were burning. V and I ran in the opposite direction, wishing we were back in Samoa
where no one ever had a garage, or had ever heard of or seen a firecracker.My mother’s guests
were now running out, stomachs empty but somehow knowing that it was V and I who were
wholly responsible for ruining lunch and setting the garage alight.Two fire engines arrived and I
could see the firemen donning suits. One asked me, ‘Do you live here?’ I shook my head as if
this was the first time I’d been on this street. He looked to V, who started shouting, ‘He did it! He!
He!’V stood there, his arm outstretched towards me. He was pointing to me like Judas, but the
only thing that fireman saw was the box of matches in V’s hand. I heard a voice coming from the
rear of our property, ‘It’s OK, just the garage. Probably trying to cook lunch in the ground again.’
There was a little bit of laughter. I didn’t think they were being mean; they were almost trying to
lighten the situation which had become very tense indeed.I heard my name screamed up
Summer Street as V and I ran, but we weren’t stopping, no matter how many times I heard that
name, ‘Ta’afuli!’I had arrived in New Zealand named Ta’afuli. I never really liked my Samoan
given name but if it was good enough for my uncle it was good enough for me, I suppose. It
wasn’t as cool as Elvis, who basically owned the radio stations back then, but I was fond of it.
This all changed a few short years later. At the insistence of an Irish nun at St Josephs’ Convent,
my Catholic school in Vermont Street, I became Andrew. Sister Mary’s response to the influx of
immigrants with exotic names was to change them to make it easier for her to remember
everyone.One day just before the lunchtime bell rang, an exasperated Sister Mary called twelve
of us to the front of the class. Standing among the twelve was me, Ta’afuli. There was also
Tanielu, Makerita, Sosofina and Matapuata, Pancrazio Massimo, my Italian next-door-neighbour,
and his twin sister, Annunziata.Sister Mary addressed us as a group. ‘Today, we will give you
new names from the Holy Bible. This is to help us know you better.’Her glasses were perched on
the narrow bridge of her Irish nose. ‘And to be as holy and righteous as the Lord, we will let the
Lord Jesus name you in his own wisdom,’ she said with an air of finality and a flourish of her
gnarled, freckled hand.Could it be true, I thought, that someone special is coming to speak to
our class today? Wow. Finally, we are going to meet Jesus! Jesus is actually going to speak to
me after all these years of having one-way conversations, and he’s going to rename me!
Thoughts of being knighted like King Arthur raced through my young and eager Samoan mind.
No one had been knighted in my family before. I knew my mother would be the proudest
shoemaker on the assembly line at Fat Soles Shoe Company when I told her. I could just see the
smile she would have. My goodness, meeting Jesus would be a high point this week.I wondered
if he would be having lunch with us today in the playground. I also wondered if Jesus could beat
Michael Foster in paddle-ball. Michael always won at paddle-ball. Last week, he even beat Mr
Wilson! These thoughts and a hundred more zipped in and out of my head, standing there in
front of those unfortunate enough not to be chosen.In one swift movement Sister Mary whipped
out a Bible from her habit, slamming it on a desk in front of us with such ferocity I truly expected
Jesus to spring out from behind the blackboard. Maybe it was the sleight of hand or the sheer
force with which Sister Mary slammed that Bible down, but the pages parted somewhere near



the middle and her bony finger was out like a divining rod. Eyes closed, she planted it in the
pages and said loudly, as if she was calling for the parting of the Red Sea itself, ‘Tanielu, you will
now be Israel.’ Her finger flipped a page and planted itself again. ‘Sosofina, you are now Ruth.’
This continued down the line.Makerita became Esther, Matapuata became Zacharias, Pancrazio
became Joseph, Annunziata was magically transformed to Sarah. Then Sister Mary randomly
opened another page and with an exaggerated flourish, that finger did its magic and I became
Andrew.It could have been worse. It could have been Ruth, Delilah or something stupid like
Bartholomew. I was grateful for the simplicity that the phonetic sound of Andrew had. Then, like
the original twelve disciples, we were dismissed at the ringing of the bell.This small exercise by
Sister Mary became an incident the next day. Eight of the children who’d undergone baptism by
Sister Mary had arrived early next day accompanied by their outraged parents, demanding an
explanation. My father was among them and, boy, did I want him there, because the night before
I got into so much trouble about the name change that I actually blamed Sister Mary
myself.Sitting around the dinner table that night, among the cabbage, taro, steam fish, potatoes
and pork chops, I thought I would break my new name to my family, as any seven-year-old kid
would. I can tell you even now that the smug smile I wore to the dinner table practically shone
with pride in an I-know-something-you-don’t kind of way. This is the way it went.Dad: ‘Ta’afuli,
pass the taro.’Ta’afuli looks the other way because he doesn’t recognise his old name.Dad: ‘Taa!
Pass the taro.’Ta’afuli still doesn’t answer, but has a bigger grin now, even though he’s starting to
fear a hiding.Dad gets up. Slams the table. Cabbage slides off and hits the fish, which lands on
my mother’s lap. ‘Ta’afuli!’Ta’afuli: ‘Dad, my name is not Ta’afuli any more, it’s Andrew.’And
Andrew it has remained to Europeans. But it’s still Ta’afuli or Taa to my family.So there I was.
Renamed and in school. Learning all that I could to become successful. Learning how to count,
how to read and speak English or, more importantly, learning what English meant to people who
spoke it. I even learnt that you had to pay for things from the shops. You can’t just take them, like
you can take bananas off the tree or the fish out of the sea. I remembered that from way before I
started school at Sacred Heart Convent. Two weeks after our arrival in Summer Street, my mum
took me to the Four Square supermarket on the corner of Pompallier Terrace and Ponsonby
Road. I was thinking that this was the most exciting day in my life and that this was the biggest
shop I had ever been to. Every type of candy and chocolate was available and Mum told me to
get what I wanted. So I grabbed a packet of candy-coated animal biscuits, excited at having a
whole packet of biscuits to myself, as usually I had to share everything with Vile. In no time at all,
I found myself outside tearing into a candy-coated hippopotamus. I was in heaven.On the other
side of the shop windows, I noticed my mother paying for the groceries, her head turning
everywhere but up as she looked for me. When I saw that, I zoomed straight in and yelled at the
top of my lungs, ‘Here, here … dis!’ offering my candy giraffes and lions to the nice European
lady with the Ena Sharples hairnet on her head.Ena Sharples called the manager over, and my
mother’s face went white. Polynesians don’t want to stick out, and back then my mother didn’t
understand the language so she was scared. The shop manager came over and said to me, a



little boy of five years old, that ‘stealing is stealing’. He told my mother that she needed to teach
me the New Zealand ways. ‘My country … here.’ He pointed to himself, then to the floor of the
shop. ‘You!’ he pointed to my mother, then to me, ‘You … you …’, his finger poking me on my
chest. My mother smacked his hands down away from my chest. She was upset but also angry
and confused. He continued, ‘No stealing. No steal in here. Not here!’ he said. He continued ‘You
…’, pointing to my mum, ‘teach him …’, pointing to me, ‘no steal!’ he said, going red in the
face.My mother was saying in her broken English something about this all being a mistake and I
started to cry because I could see her getting upset. Another Island lady, a friend of my aunt’s,
stepped forward and said to Mr Manager that this was all a misunderstanding. Understanding
her English, and seeing a steady queue of disgruntled shoppers developing behind me, he
reluctantly let us go.My aunt’s friend explained to us that because I ran out with the biscuits and
then ran back in, they saw it as stealing. My crime was being excited about my trip to the biggest
shop on Ponsonby Road and my candy-coated animals. I wanted us to pay for those biscuits. As
it turned out, my mother got a grilling and was made to feel small in public. As I got older I
couldn’t help think that it would have been so much better to have sat out there and eaten those
damned biscuits and be seen as a thief than to do the honest thing and be branded a hungry
thief — one that’s dumb enough to come back into the shop!My mother and I never told anyone
about our upsetting visit to the Four Square shop. We just kept it to ourselves.Twelve months
later in Summer Street, we had four different cousin families that had arrived within a month of
each other from Samoa, living in different houses. Sometimes we would not see the inside of our
own home over the weekend. We would jump from house to house as if they were our very own.
The Fius and the Lemalus had four homes in Summer Street. We lived at 72, my cousins had 28
and also 45 and my aunty lived at 65.It was at a ‘poker night’ over at my Aunty Lolofa’s house
further up Summer Street that I had a conversation with my Aunty Telesae. The fact that I can
remember it sends a warning to everyone that kids can remember an awful lot.‘Can you see
yourself workings for good dollars at Fours Squares one day?’ Aunt Telesae asked in her best
English. She was putting me to sleep with my other seven cousins and Vile. We were all sharing
one double bed. Aunty Telesae was one of the youngest of the ‘elders’ and it was her job to look
after the kids. I could still hear the rest of the relatives down the hall playing poker, listening to a
Tony Orlando and Dawn explain why ‘Tying a yellow ribbon’ was such a good idea.‘No,’ I replied,
‘Bad people work there Aunty. Bad, bad people.’‘One day you will have the bestest job, not dirty
job but clean. You see … one day Taa,’ she said.‘Not Four Squares. Never. Not even Five
Squares,’ I whispered to her. And then she said, ‘Taa, one day you start the Four Circles OK?
OK? Nobody seen a Four Circles shop.’I went to sleep thinking, yes, I will be the Four Circles
man. Who said immigrants like us couldn’t dream of something better? Sio was sleeping in this
morning because he had been out drinking with his new European or palagi girlfriend named
Sandalah. They had left the Gluepot at closing time but went somewhere else till 7am, probably
a sly-grog place on Jervois Road to drink some more.I loved my cousin Sio; he was strong, big
and always laughing. He had an afro, wore burgundy, high-heeled leather clog shoes and had



the best clothes on Summer Street. His favourite suit was the dark purple pant suit that my
mother hated. Every time he wore that suit, he would always get a girl. If you were lucky you
could get a girl like Sandalah, he kept telling me. Sandalah’s real name was Sandra. You could
say my cousin’s English wasn’t that good.This morning, he’d only been asleep twenty minutes
before the knocking on the door started. I know, because V and I would normally start to giggle
when he got home. We knew he sneaked Sandalah in through his window when he thought
Mum and Dad were asleep and we could hear him through the walls.‘Oh baby, youse just beauty
fullest like chop suey and rice. I love yoou too much honey girl,’ he would say. Sandalah would
sometimes reply ‘Seal, my Seal you are my black man. Only mine. When you gonna marry me,
Seal?’ and he would say sometimes like he meant it ‘Next month … babbee.’ One time, we
heard her say, ‘When you taking me back to paradise? You promised.’ My cousin Sio would
laugh and say, ‘Babbee, I’m really serious. You will be queen of Savaii, but not this month,
OK?’He’d say that all the time and in the background you could hear his 45s playing his two
favourite songs, ‘Takin’ Care Of Business’ by Bachman-Turner Overdrive and The Stylistics, ‘You
Make Me Feel Brand New’. Sometimes those records would play on automatic for three hours,
and every time Sandalah made little cat noises V and I would giggle.Seal is how Sandalah
pronounced his name ‘Sio’.We’d ask him, ‘Why she not say your name properly?’ He would tell
us, ‘She talks special because she from ChristaChurchy’. As far as we were concerned
ChristaChurchy was next door to Italy.But this morning, he had been asleep for exactly twenty
minutes. No sweet-talking or plans for the future coming through the walls. My father had left
early for work and my mother opened the door. (V and I weren’t allowed to open the front door or
talk to strangers.) I was sitting on the floor when I heard a gruff voice ask, ‘Sio Solomona?
Where is he? Sio Solomona?’My mother went into shock as four policemen hurriedly walked into
our house and started looking through the rooms. V started crying and we both scooted
alongside a wall cabinet as two policemen forced open my cousin’s door, taking half of it off the
hinges. One policeman, who was Polynesian, rocketed out and headed for the back door.
Meanwhile, my mother looked into Sio’s room and there was a naked Sandalah looking all
sheepish with an ie lavalava wrapped around her. (It could have been worse, the naked girl could
have been a minister’s daughter, my mother told my father later. Now that would be a sin.)I will
never forget the look those European cops gave Sandalah. It was one of disgust and
disappointment. (My mother saw that they had something in common after all and Sandalah
stayed over more frequently after that.)The negative perceptions of policemen stick in the mind
of an Island kid, particularly when you’re dawn-raided while watching Spot On. Especially when
you have a European presenter on TV talking about how you can ask a policeman for help any
time and then they show a picture of the same bastards standing in your (our) house. I can tell
you they weren’t smiling like the two cops on Spot On. ‘Need help? Ask a policeman,’ I think the
presenter said.I looked from the TV to the police in the house and back to the TV again and
thought, we’ll take our chances, thanks. Replacing doors can be expensive. As my mother
fetched our passports to prove Norman Kirk wrong and that we did live here legally, I ran to the



back of our property and could see a puffed-out Polynesian cop climbing over our back fence.
Mrs Ryszard, our Polish neighbour, was looking over the fence and asking me if everything was
alright. Seeing my red eyes, she harangued that policeman out of the backyard like nobody’s
business. ‘Pozostawia — dey ees goodest people POLICJA, POLICJA, Wy nie macie zadnego
ojca!’The next day Mrs Ryszard, who had a small aviary operation (almost twenty cages) in her
backyard, gave me my first pet. I think she felt sorry for what had happened to me and my family
the day before. In the cage was a brilliantly coloured green and yellow budgie that I named Kung
Fu, in honour of the Bruce Lee movie Fist of Fury which we had seen in the Symonds Street
theatre the week before. The night before, we had even kung fu’ed imaginary policemen whilst
eating our koko laisa (chocolate rice).I thanked her for Kung Fu, and because I was curious
about her language, I asked what she had said yesterday to the policeman over the fence. She
knelt down to my height, making sure her blue floral print dress didn’t crease too much, and
said, ‘I say, policeman leave’a. Leave’a. Yous have a no father! You a know? You a understanda?’
I nodded my head.I cupped my hand to her ear. I whispered back to her, ‘I understanda …
bastard,’ making sure my parents wouldn’t hear me. Her face lit up like our garage and she
repeated, ‘Eeyess, eeyess! Prasstard!’She walked away amused and I could hear her saying to
herself, ‘Policja idiota.’As I walked up our little path with Kung Fu, Vile’s face was one of
unbearable jealousy. He screamed at me that Kung Fu was our pet bird and not just mine. He
was an expert at throwing tantrums. He stomped his feet while yelling that he was wanting a dog,
a cat, a bird, a fish, anything as long as he had a pet. My father refused, saying that one pet was
enough. Vile was so jealous of Kung Fu that four days later, he stole him away and hid his cage.
Two days later my father made Vile bring Kung Fu back. That little brother of mine had hidden
Kung Fu in bushes down by St Paul’s College. The next few days we fought like mad over the
bird. The fight climaxed when Vile threw Kung Fu off our balcony to set him free to spite me. Dad
pulled up outside the house just in time to see Kung Fu flying through the air briefly before
landing on the footpath. Killed instantly. Still in his metal cage.We had a funeral that afternoon.
Dad forced Vile to say a prayer and then I buried Kung Fu alone underneath the lemon tree. It
was a bittersweet moment; other birds were singing, the sun was just going down and I could
hear Vile screaming for mercy as Dad used the belt on him. As Mrs Ryszard would say,
‘Idiota!’Two weeks later at my cousin’s house in Grey Lynn I saw Sio again. I asked him what had
happened that day and he said in Samoan, ‘I knew someone like that police was at the door.
Nobody walks up the stairs at half-past seven in the morning. Not on a Saturday morning in our
family.’He reasoned it was either the police or Sandalah’s parents. Either way he wasn’t going to
hang around and find out. He jumped out the window and ran through the remains of our garage,
jumping the back fence and running like bugger. He reckons when he finally stopped, he found
himself hiding in a hedge in Grey Lynn.‘How come they not catch you, Sio?’ I asked, as if he was
the new Zorro in the making.‘You know that’s what I ask myself. I say, Self, how comest they not
catch you?’ He paused for a minute. In the background I could hear the sounds of Gladys Knight
and her Pips on their ‘Midnight Train to Georgia’. And then he said, ‘Freedom runs faster than a



Samoan cop that’s been paid to run. Freedom always run faster.’
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Rosa Tuimaunei, “Great read I take my hat off to Andrew Fiu .... Great read I take my hat off to
Andrew Fiu for writing this heart wrenching book about the trials and tribulations of not only
having a illness buy also for dealing with a lot of racism back then. It hits home knowing my
parents moved to NZ back in 1980 for a better life but having to hold down 4 jobs between the
two of them and also selling vegetables at market's to make ends meet for 5 kids with also not
being able to speak any English brings a lot of sadness to me.I am now in my early 30s youngest
of 5 but understand the true meaning of how it would be for my parents living a life of poverty for
their kids.Thankyou Andrew a great read”

F and N, “With laugh out loud humour and great compassion for the foibles of others it shares
a .... This book is simply delightful. With laugh out loud humour and great compassion for the
foibles of others it shares a truly courageous story. Without any pretension it also makes a
significant contribution to modern NZ history and provides a compelling example of personal
courage and the importance of family and optimism. Thank you Ta'afuli for sharing your story
and for all you've done to address the medical and social issues you encountered for the benefit
of us all.”

Laurie K, “Touching memoir about coping with heart surgeries. Charming, touching memoir by
Andy Fiu, aka Ta' Afuli Andrew Fiu. I'm sorry that I didn't meet him in person, yet his voice comes
alive with his charming, mischievous, surprising tales of growing up in a big Samoan family in
New Zealand, landing in the hospital as a young teen (around 1979) and having to cope with
open-heart surgeries. He (and his doctors) were pioneers. The memoir also touches on his kids
and falling in love.I thank the friend who gave me this gift. It has touched me and educated me,
and I won't forget it.”

The book by Andrew Fiu has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 5 people have provided feedback.
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